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Words from the story

clever
jungle
tail
cut

fox
trap

strange
knife
Listening. Speaking

ACTIVITIES

– Stand up story
– Visual true/false

WHY?

- listening and responding
- Key information
Video activity 1

- Which skills are the children practicing?
- How many students are doing the activity?
Story Choice Game

• Three stories are hidden in one paragraph.

• Each one has their own individual words.

• Choose the right words to complete your story
Reading

ACTIVITES
   – STOP!
   – Story choices

WHY?
   – Close reading and understanding
Video Activity 2

• What are the skills practiced in this video?
• What are the purposes of the speaking part?
• How does the teacher respond to the students’ writing?
Anxious Parents

Name

• A: “Where have you been?”
• B: ............................. [pass right]
• A; ............................. [pass left]
• B: ............................. [pass right]
WRITING

ACTIVITIES

• Personal writing
• Written role play

WHY?

• Writing to communicate
• Free writing
• Writing according to own ability